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Abstract: The development of an efficient and cost-effective solution to solve a complex problem
(e.g., dynamic detection of toxic gases) is an important research issue in the industrial applications
of the Internet of Things (IoT). An industrial intelligent ecosystem enables the collection of massive
data from the various devices (e.g., sensor-embedded wireless devices) dynamically collaborating
with humans. Effectively collaborative analytics based on the collected massive data from humans
and devices is quite essential to improve the efficiency of industrial production/service. In this
study, we propose a collaborative sensing intelligence (CSI) framework, combining collaborative
intelligence and industrial sensing intelligence. The proposed CSI facilitates the cooperativity of
analytics with integrating massive spatio-temporal data from different sources and time points.
To deploy the CSI for achieving intelligent and efficient industrial production/service, the key
challenges and open issues are discussed, as well.
Keywords: big data analytics; collaborative intelligence; industrial sensing intelligence; Internet
of Things

1. Introduction
Given the rapidly-evolving demands of industrial production/service for safety [1,2],
efficiency [3] and environmental friendliness [4], various sensors and wireless devices have been
widely deployed to industrial environments [5,6]. On this basis, the Internet of Things (IoT) for
industrial applications is being gradually developed [7,8], which is named the Industrial IoT (IIoT) [9].
With the IIoT, massive data are being collected on a daily basis. Collaboratively analysing based
on the massive data that come from different objects and different time points can help to obtain
efficient and cost-effective solutions to achieve safe, highly efficient and eco-friendly industrial
production/service [10]. Moreover, such data-centric solutions are flexible and low cost.
In this study, based on the massive spatio-temporal data from different devices and different
time points, with developing the potential of big data analytics, we design a collaborative sensing
intelligence (CSI) framework. This framework facilitates the cooperativity of big data analytics.
On the CSI framework basis, an industrial intelligence ecosystem can be constructed with the
dynamic collaboration of different objects (an example is illustrated in Figure 1).
The scientific contributions of this article are listed as follows.
•

The definitions of both terms, collaborative intelligence (CI) and industrial sensing intelligence
(ISI), are proposed under the background of IoT and big data analytics.
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Figure 1. An industrial intelligence ecosystem. In this ecosystem, different objects (e.g., humans and
machines) are working as an efficient whole with effective dynamic collaboration. The ecosystem
consists of two parts: (i) sensing of humans with smart devices; humans (workers) share information
with each other and with various sensors; and (ii) sensing of sensors embedded in machines. Through
the sensors that are embedded in different industrial equipment, a variety of status information (even
weather information) can be obtained and shared with other information sources.

•

•

This study clearly answers why and how designing the CSI framework based on the IIoT can be
achieved. The key components of this framework are described in detail. Moreover, two on-going
efforts about developing the framework are introduced and discussed. This CSI framework aims
to achieve the dynamic collaboration between different objects, and such a collaboration is based
on massive spatio-temporal data.
We list and analyse the challenges and open research issues for developing and realizing the
CSI framework.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we clearly define the terms CI
and ISI and discuss their advances. Section 3 answers why and how we design the CSI framework,
with integrating CI into ISI. Moreover, this section also displays and describes the key components
of CSI framework. On this basis, two on-going efforts are introduced and discussed to provide the
details about how to achieve CSI in industrial applications. Section 4 presents what are the challenges
and open research issues for deploying this CSI framework to the dynamic environment of industry.
This article is concluded in Section 5.
2. Definitions and Advances
As the basis of the CSI framework, the terms CI and ISI are clearly defined, and their advances
are discussed in this section.
2.1. What is Collaborative Intelligence
In industrial production/service, based on the IIoT: (i) What is intelligence? (ii) Why do we need
this intelligence? (iii) What is and why do we need “collaboration”? Then, from the answers to these
questions, the term CI can be clearly defined.
The intelligence of industrial production/service in the IIoT can be described as: industrial
production/service includes a series of complex and dangerous processes, so how to minimize the
manual intervention in these processes is an important issue for improving the safety, efficiency and
eco-friendliness of production/service. On this basis, automation becomes very important [11]. Then,
the intelligence can be defined as the ability to acquire information or knowledge based on the IIoT
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and applying the acquired information or knowledge to construct deliverable process models, for
achieving or improving the automation of industrial production/service.
From the above description about intelligence, the development of the intelligence on
processes is a requisite and important step to realize the high efficiency automation of industrial
production/service.
In addition, effective collaboration between different industrial processes is important and
necessary to realize the intelligence of industrial production/service. That is, the intelligence on
industrial production/service is a series of collaborations between different industrial processes.
The definition of “collaborative intelligence” is described in Definition 1.
Definition 1. Under the background of big data analytics, collaborative intelligence is the ability
to acquire information or knowledge from massive data, for constructing a problem-solving
network (A problem-solving network is proposed for exploiting the potential of “the collaboration
between different objects” and “the wisdom of crowds”, and for transferring information-intensive
organizations to a network society. It is set for solving problems rather than building relationships).
Based on the network, the purpose of collaborative intelligence is to realize the automation of
industrial production/service or to improve the performance of the automation. Moreover, the
massive data are collected from different autonomous equipment of industrial systems.
In summary, due to the close correlation between processes, the collaboration between them is
indispensable. With analysing the massive data that come from different autonomous equipment, the
collaboration can be achieved. Based on such a collaboration, intelligence can be easily and quickly
deployed on different industrial systems. Along with this deployment, the automation of industrial
production/service can be developed. Moreover, as the basis of intelligence, acquiring information
or knowledge is possible based on the massive data that are collected by various sensors and wireless
devices. These sensors and wireless devices are embedded in autonomous equipment, for monitoring
or controlling the processes of industrial production/service.
2.2. What is Industrial Sensing Intelligence
Based on the sensors and wireless devices deployed in industrial environments, the definition
of “industrial sensing intelligence (ISI)” is described in Definition 2. This definition considers the
characteristics of industrial problems (the characteristics of a typical industrial problem include these
two aspects: (i) the environment of industrial production/service is highly dynamic and complex [12];
and (ii) industrial production/service includes a series of highly-correlated processes [13]) and is
under the background of big data analytics.
Definition 2. Through dynamically mining and analysing the massive spatio-temporal data that are
collected from industrial ecosystems (Figure 1), useful information/knowledge can be acquired to
improve the ability of industrial automation.
Definition 2 has taken into account these three important aspects:
•

•

•

Mining and analysing spatio-temporal data: The data are collected from industrial ecosystems
(an example is shown in Figure 1). In such ecosystems, there are various sensors and wireless
devices to sense surroundings and to collect the data from different data sources and time points.
Based on the collected data, mining and analysing the data have a certain logic.
Acquiring useful information/knowledge: This is the important aspect to achieve the
“intelligence” of industry. Industrial automation is the first step of realizing industrial
intelligence. With acquired useful information/knowledge, industrial automation can be
improved and enter into the intelligent era.
Considering the characteristics of industrial problems: In the definition, the description,
“through dynamically mining and analysing”, is to considered the characteristic about “highly
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dynamic and complex”, and the description, “spatio-temporal data”, is to considered the
characteristic about “a series of correlated processes”.
From the definition of ISI, it is obvious that ISI consists of physical sensing, data mining and
analysis, as well as information/knowledge acquirement and utilization.
2.3. Advances
2.3.1. Collaborative Intelligence
CI is able to utilize extensive information or knowledge to construct a problem-solving network,
for complex industrial problems. Based on this, collaborative intelligent systems are built for complex
industrial production/service.
CI involves extensive and intensive collaboration of different members as an efficient team
to solve problems. Such collaboration possesses great potential on problem resolution under
challenging environments [14]. It obviously can provide more information/knowledge for designing
improved solutions than any single member could. It achieves the flexibility of how members
are deployed. It gives a non-stop real-time learning opportunity to a team. Moreover, such
collaboration has the potential of integrating diverse contributions (different members contribute
different information/knowledge, skill and experience to a problem resolution) into a platform to
produce a creative solution for successfully solving a problem [15].
Based on the above advantages, CI has been widely studied. As an important existing platform
for CI, HUB -CI (HUB with CI) [16] is the next generation of collaboration-supported system
developed at Purdue University. On this platform basis, Prabhu Devadasan et al. have designed the
model CIMK that measures CI by the multi-objective optimization on the parameters of collaboration
and suggest the optimal operating points for various clients, with greater flexibility.
The advance of CI is briefly discussed. Relevant studies are classified in Table 1, and we list some
typical literature for each classification as examples. Additionally, we discuss several studies in detail
to make the meaning of each classification easy to be understood.
Table 1. Classification of the studies on collaborative intelligence (CI).

Classification

Typical Application

Typical Recent Literature

Human-based CI

Smart search and
recommendation in
social networks

[17–23]

IoT-based CI

Optimizing the
performance of
intelligent systems

[24–26]

In Table 1, the relevant studies can be classified into two classes, human-based CI and IoT-based
CI, depending on the difference of the participants.
Human-based CI. As the typical applications of human-based CI, the smart search and
recommendation of social networks have been widely studied.
In the literature [17,18], Vincent W. Zheng et al. have developed a mobile recommendation
system to answer two popular location-related queries in our daily life: “(1) If we want to do
something such as sightseeing or dining in a large city like Beijing, where should we go? (2) If we
want to visit a place such as the Bird’s Nest in Beijing Olympic park, what can we do there?”. This
system includes three important algorithms that are based on collaborative filtering to address the
data sparsity problem (the data comes from each user and is used to make the recommendation,
but each user has limited data, which makes the recommendation task difficult). By these three
algorithms, the advantages of collaboration can be highlighted. The first algorithm uses a collective
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matrix factorization model to provide a recommendation, based on the merged data from all of the
users. The second algorithm uses a collective tensor and matrix factorization model to provide a
personalized recommendation. The third algorithm further improves the previous two algorithms by
using a ranking-based collective tensor and matrix factorization model.
As the important supportive work of the above-mentioned achievement from Vincent Zheng et al.,
in the literature [19], they have presented user-centred collaborative location and activity filtering
(UCLAF) to merge the data from different users together and have applied the collaborative filtering
to find like-minded users and like-patterned activities at different locations.
IoT-based CI. As the typical application for such CI, optimizing the performance of intelligent
systems has attracted attention.
In IoT and intelligent system-related studies, the study of intelligent transportation systems is
an important aspect. In the literature [24], a collaborative framework is proposed for the real-time
traffic information collection, fusion and sharing. The real-time traffic information is reported by
various front-end devices of intelligent transportation systems, for example a vehicle-mounted GPS
receiver. The framework integrates real-time traffic information from different data sources to be
able to improve the performance of the intelligent transportation system, for example enabling the
high-accuracy prediction for real-time traffic status.
As another important intelligent system, the intelligent healthcare service system, Byung Mun
Lee et al. have introduced a collaboration protocol to share health information between IoT personal
health devices [25]. By such information sharing, the quality of healthcare service can be improved.
On the other side, the collaboration between different members perhaps results in serious
mistakes. If a collaboration is not efficient and even incongruous, a minor mistake in this collaboration
will fall into a syndrome known as “groupthink” [27], and the syndrome causes the mistake to be
amplified, which results in a fiasco [28]. How to make a collaboration efficient is an important
and difficult problem. The book [29] presents an approach. Its premise is that preliminary work
is performed by professionals of the intelligence community: mining information/discovering
knowledge from the target work and members of a collaborative team. The effectiveness and
correctness about this premise have been verified in the research achievement [30].
2.3.2. Industrial Sensing Intelligence
Based on the development of IoT technology in industrial applications, sensing intelligence has
drawn wide attention, on account of these advantages: (i) with the help of sensing intelligence,
efficient monitoring and controlling can be achieved to reduce the costs and energy consumption
of industrial production/service; and (ii) with the help of sensors and wireless devices embedded
in industrial machines and systems, the maintenance of these machines and systems is controllable
and automatable; especially, these machines and systems are deployed in remote and hard-to-reach
areas. Sensing intelligence has been successfully applied to many industrial applications, such as
monitoring, controlling, maintenance and security [31]. Typical industrial applications of sensing
intelligence are introduced as follows.
Factory automation. A factory is a highly dynamic ecosystem, so automation is necessary in
such an environment. Traditional actuators combined with control units have been used for factory
automation. With the development of wireless and sensor technologies, the adoption of WSNs
(wireless sensor networks) and RFID (radio frequency identification) on the actuators and control
units for factory automation has experienced impressive growth over the past decade [32,33]. This is
ISI-based factory automation.
In the manufacturing environment of a factory, two main activities are included, manufacturing
operations and equipment maintenance [34]. In recent years, based on these two main activities, the
studies on factory automation pay much attention to these four aspects [6,35]: (i) the monitoring
and controlling for manufacturing processes; (ii) the safety and maintenance for machines;
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(iii) the resource tracking for manufacturing workshops; and (iv) high-level logistics and supply
chain management.
An ISI-based factory automation system consists of various devices, e.g., sensors, controllers and
heterogeneous machines, and these devices can be combined together through the communications
between each other. The communication component is the most important part of factory automation.
In Table 2, we list the communication protocols that can be used in ISI-based factory automation.
Table 2. Relevant protocols for industrial sensing intelligence (ISI)-based factory automation.

Wireless
Communication Protocol

Relevant Standard

Maximum
Data Rate (Mbit/s)

Maximum Data
Payload (Bytes)

Bluetooth
Ultra-Wideband (UWB)
ZigBee
WiFi

IEEE 802.15.1
IEEE 802.15.3
IEEE 802.15.4
IEEE 802.11a/b/g

1
110
0.25
54/11/54

339
2044
102
2312

By using ISI-based factory automation: (i) the theoretical study achievements on factory
automation can be improved; and (ii) the ability of factory automation can be enhanced to achieve
safe, efficient and eco-friendly factory production.
Energy industry. As another important application of sensing intelligence, the application
environment of the energy industry and factory automation is different. In the energy industry, the
sensing intelligence is mainly applied to inaccessible environments to monitor and control industrial
systems. In factory automation, the sensing intelligence is mainly applied to highly dynamic and
large-scale environments.
With the development of sensing technology and the extensive deployment of sensors, the
sensing intelligence-supportive renewable energy industry (e.g., solar, tidal and geothermal energy)
has become a new and important study aspect. The equipment for accessing renewable energy is
often located in remote areas, such as mountains, seas and volcanoes. Despite this, real-time control
is necessary for the units of energy harvesting; for example, for a wind turbine, based on the data
from wind-direction sensors, a yaw-drive motor turns the nacelle to face the wind. Moreover, the
sophisticated units that are embedded in equipment require frequent maintenance [36]. Sensing
intelligence is proposed for both purposes, real-time control and maintenance, in the renewable
energy industry [37].
•

•

Real-time control: Based on the development of sensing intelligence in real-time control,
first, the real-time data of environmental conditions (environmental conditions include wind
speed, temperature, humidity, rainfall and geothermal activity) can be collected by the
spatially-distributed sensors and wireless devices. These sensors and wireless devices are
embedded in energy-harvesting systems. Then, by using the collected environmental data, the
relationship between generated energy and different seasons can be analysed. With the analysed
results, the optimal parameter configuration can be acquired and used to control the equipment
that is the main component of the energy-harvesting system. In a word, based on sensing
intelligence, the process of energy harvesting is highly efficient and automatic [38,39]. Moreover,
such real-time intelligent control has been used in smart home services, as well [40].
Maintenance: The sensors that are embedded in various units of equipment interact with the
equipment to take a number of measures, such as the scheduling of maintenance [41], the
reconfiguration of certain operations [42] and the emergency shutdown of equipment [43].
With the sensing intelligence in maintenance, unnecessary downtime can be prevented, and
equipment failure costs can be reduced.

In recent years, as the important part of the energy industry, the “smart grid” has attracted
great attention of researchers. The smart grid represents a vision of the future electricity grid, and
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it is radically different from current electricity grids that have been deployed. It is an electricity
grid that uses analogue or digital communication technology to collect information and take action
for automatically improving the efficiency, reliability, economic benefit and sustainability of the
production and distribution of electricity [44]. In the literature [45], Ramchurn et al. have presented
delivering the decentralized, autonomous and intelligent system, the smart grid, as a grand challenge
for computer science and artificial intelligence research. As a typical case that is tightly related
to the CSI framework in the smart grid, optimizing the electricity usage of electric vehicles is
worth studying. For example, with analysing the spatio-temporal trajectory data from an intelligent
transportation system, the routing pattern of electric vehicles can be acquired, and then, a national
electric supply company can make time- and area-divisory electricity prices to control the usage of
electricity and, therefore, to improve the efficiency of the smart grid.
3. Collaborative Sensing Intelligence
Based on the above two definitions and IIoT, with integrating CI into ISI, an effective CSI
framework can be designed.
3.1. Why and How Do We Design the CSI Framework
Why do we design the CSI framework? This framework can improve the efficiency of
IIoT. In industrial production/service, the internal logical processes are intricate and precise [46].
A large amount of different equipment is involved in these logical processes. For achieving
high efficiency industrial production/service, effective collaboration is necessary between different
equipment and between different logical processes. The CSI framework can organize multi-sourced
data and make different data sources collaborative with each other based on the data. The
multi-sourced data are collected from the different equipment and different logical processes of
industrial production/service based on the IIoT.
Effective collaboration is possible, with the help of massive data. First, with the application
of IoT technology in industry, massive data can be collected by various widely-distributed sensors
and wireless devices [7]. Then, as the natural advantage of data, different data are easily processed
and even merged together [47]. Finally, the effective collaboration between different equipment and
processes can be achieved, with processing and merging different data from multiple sources.
Based on (i) the requirements of industrial production/service and the benefit of CSI framework
and (ii) the feasibility of achieving collaboration, the question of “why” is answered.
Moreover, the data-based collaboration can cost-effectively develop the intelligence of industrial
production/service [48]. For example, in the chemical industry, different equipment is used in
different production stages, and different data are collected. For improving the ability of acquiring
information or knowledge and applying the acquired information or knowledge to realize the
automation of production, the different equipment collaborating based on the data is an effective
and low-cost method.
How do we design the CSI framework? Considering the characteristics of industrial problems,
integrating CI into ISI is a practicable method to achieve the CSI framework. Various sensors and
wireless devices have been widely deployed to industrial equipment, and massive data are collected
by these sensors and wireless devices. On this basis, the CSI framework is designed. Figure 2
illustrates the architecture of the CSI framework.
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Figure 2. Architecture of the collaborative sensing intelligence (CSI) framework. From the massive
data from industrial ecosystems, to mined information/discovered knowledge, which can be used in
algorithm design to solve industrial problems. [..., x (i, t − 1), x ( j, t), x (k, t + 1), ...] is the state series
relating to “location” and “time”, which is used in the collaborative analysis that is based on different
state data from different equipment. E2E denotes equipment-to-equipment collaboration, and P2P is
for person-to-person.

In Figure 2, the availability of massive data is not a problem in industry, owing to the wide
deployment of sensors and wireless devices. The problems are: how to integrate different data
and filter out noise to find the data we need and how to get the data into the right hands to
discover useful information/knowledge. CI empowers systems to intelligently transform vast
amounts of operational data into actionable information/knowledge that is accessible and available
anytime, anywhere.
Based on the available data from different autonomous equipment of industrial systems, how
to construct a problem-solving network is an important and difficult problem, and constructing the
problem-solving network is the main target and contribution of CSI, as well. As the common and
important features of the data collected from different autonomous equipment, “time” and “location”
can be used as collaborative parameters to integrate the different data. A time or location series can
be considered as a Markov chain. With the change of time or location, the state of a problem we want
to solve undergoes transitions from one state to another in a state space, and the state space includes
various current states from different relevant equipment. With the help of the feature parameters of
data, the data can be integrated to achieve the collaboration of different autonomous equipment, and
the integrated data can be used to mine and discover useful and actionable information/knowledge.
On this basis, the problem-solving network can be constructed.
3.2. Key Components of CSI
The CSI framework consists of three components (Figure 2): (i) sensing data collection;
(ii) integrated analytics with collaboration; and (iii) information mining and knowledge discovery.
Sensing data collection. In an industrial ecosystem, massive data have been collecting by the
sensors and wireless devices, which are deployed everywhere. Moreover, this component is the basis
of integrated analytics, so collecting enough spatio-temporal data is important and necessary.
Integrated analytics. This is the core component of CSI. Effective integration of different data is
an important and basic premise to mine/discover useful and actionable information/knowledge.
Such integration is collaboration-based. How to make different objects collaborate with each
other is the problem we need to solve to make the second component more practical. Industrial
production/service includes a series of processes and actions, and these processes and actions are
location- and time-related. A spatio-temporal Markov chain can be used to process the relationships
between these processes and actions. Based on such processing, the collaboration between different
objects is achieved.
The detailed design and description of a spatio-temporal Markov chain [49,50] are shown as
follows. First, a series of processes and actions of industrial production/service produces a series
of different states, ..., x (i, t − 1), x ( j, t), x (k, t + 1), ..., where x (., .) is the function of the parameters
“location” and “time”. Then, these states meet the Markov property that is described in Definition 3.
Finally, the state transitions of industrial processes can be denoted by a spatio-temporal Markov
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chain, and the state transitions are based on the state space of industrial production/service (an
example is illustrated in Figure 3).
Definition 3. A stochastic process has the Markov property, if the conditional probability distribution
of future states of the process depends only on the current state, not on a series of preceding states.
Therefore, the Markov property can be formulated as: let { X (t), t ≥ 0} be a time continuous stochastic
process, which is assumed to be the set of non-negative integers, and then for every n ≥ 0, time points
0 ≤ t0 < t1 < · · · < tn , and states x0 , x1 , ..., xn , the process holds that P( X (tn ) = xn | X (tn−1 ) =
xn−1 , X (tn−2 ) = xn−2 , ..., X (t0 ) = x0 ) = P( X (tn ) = xn | X (tn−1 ) = xn−1 ).
This definition shows that only the current state provides information to the future behaviour of
the process. Historical states of the process do not add any new information.
Figure 3 provides an example to explain how to do data processing by the spatio-temporal
Markov chain.
x(3, 1)

x(3, 2)

x(3, 3)
p 23

x(2, 1)

x(2, 2)
p 12

p22

x(2, 3)

p 12
p2

1

x(1, 1)

p11

x(1, 2)

p11

x(1, 3)

p 01
p1

p1

0

x(0, 1)

0

x(0, 2)

p00

x(0, 3)

Figure 3. A spatio-temporal Markov chain for the processes of industrial production/service.
P = { p10 , ..., pij , ...} (i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}) is the set of processes; x (i, t) (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, t ∈ {1, 2, 3}) denotes
the state space at the time t; and i is the location number of the equipment that has the state x (i, t).

The spatio-temporal data of this example are a series of states (x (i, t)), and the states at different
time points are linked by a set of processes (pij ). As the most important information that can be
used to link two different states, the location and time stamp are included in each state. In this
example, there are four states in the state space of the time point t = 1, x (0, 1), x (1, 1), x (2, 1), x (3, 1).
The state x (1, 1) transfers to x (0, 2), x (1, 2), x (2, 2), with corresponding processes p10 , p11 , p12 , and
these transitions are based on certain probabilities. As time goes on, step by step, the Markov chain
of this specific industrial production/service can be achieved. Such a Markov chain enables the
collaboration between different things and time points, based on the massive spatio-temporal data.
Information mining and knowledge discovery. On the second component basis, with the help
of (i) the representative parameters of industrial processes and (ii) the spatio-temporal Markov chain
that is based on the representative parameters, the rules about the industrial processes can be learned,
and then, these rules form useful and actionable information/knowledge according to a particular
logical sequence. Based on the mined information and the discovered knowledge, various intelligent
algorithms can be designed to solve the problems and to meet the requirements of industry.
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3.3. On-Going Efforts
The CSI framework simplifies the integrated analytics between different data sources and
integrates these data sources with their respective semantics, to enable an industrial problem to obtain
an optimized solution with using comprehensive information. Based on two on-going efforts, the
details of developing the CSI framework in industrial applications are visually provided.
3.3.1. Dynamic Detection of Toxic Gases
As an important part of industry, in large-scale petrochemical plants, the leakage of toxic gases is
a serious threat to humans and the environment [51]. It is necessary to develop an intelligent leakage
detection solution for timely rescue and control.
The industrial production of large-scale petrochemical plants can be represented by a series
of collaborative behaviours in dynamic environments. However, in most existing large-scale
petrochemical plants of China, for instance, only static wireless sensor nodes are deployed for
detecting toxic gases. These static nodes are independent of each other to alert operators to the
possible leakage of toxic gases. A static node raises the alarm, when and only when the sensed
reading for a certain toxic gas is larger than a predefined threshold in a certain location. Because of
these three “certainties”, (i) certain toxic gas, (ii) predefined threshold and (iii) certain location, the
static sensor-based detecting systems are at a distinct disadvantage in dynamic industrial production
environments. This “disadvantage” includes four aspects:
•

•

•

•

It is difficult to locate the leak source of a toxic gas without tracking the change of concentration
of the toxic gas. The concentration of a toxic gas is constantly changing as locations shift and time
goes by. In such a dynamic environment, only using independent static sensor nodes, the change
of the concentration cannot be tracked without the collaboration between different sensor nodes.
It is difficult to track and monitor the active workers in a large-scale petrochemical plant. In
a petrochemical plant, it is vitally important to identify the geographical locations of workers
and to monitor the life signs (e.g., heart rate) of these workers when the leakage of toxic gases
happens. The collaboration is necessary between different active workers to locate a worker and
to estimate/predict the impact of the production environment on the health of the worker.
For a certain sensor, it only can detect a toxic gas, and for a detecting system, different sensors
are needed to detect different toxic gases. In the complex environment of a petrochemical plant,
it is hard to make an optimal decision about what certain types of sensors are needed in a
certain location to detect certain toxic gases. In addition, a petrochemical plant is an uncertain
environment, and under this environment, a chemical reaction is possible between different toxic
gases. This reaction produces new toxic gases that cannot be detected by the deployed sensors.
Moreover, embedding all possible sensors into a detecting system is not cost-effective.
It is difficult to set an optimal threshold for the sensed reading of toxic gas concentration.
For example, for a carbon monoxide sensor, the predefined threshold is x, and in an accident, the
leaking source of carbon monoxide gas is far away from this sensor. When the sensed reading of
this sensor is larger than the predefined threshold x, the carbon monoxide gas has been widely
diffused and has already gotten out of control.

Based on the characteristics of industrial problems, the CSI framework is designed and used to
solve existing problems in industrial systems. It is based on analysing massive spatio-temporal data
from various devices in IIoT environments.
Figure 4 illustrates an on-going effort, a CSI-based system, which improves the capability of
detecting toxic gases in a large-scale petrochemical plant.
As the important two components of this application, Figure 5 provides the details of
sensor-embedded wearable wireless devices and static wireless sensor nodes.
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Figure 4. An application scenario of the CSI framework to improve the capability of detecting
toxic gases in a large-scale petrochemical plant. This application consists of four components:
sensor-embedded wearable wireless devices, static wireless sensor nodes, WiFi-enabled wireless
base stations and a remote monitoring centre. The wearable wireless devices are worn by workers
and collaborate with static wireless sensor nodes to sense the surrounding environment and collect
spatio-temporal data. The data are sent to the remote monitoring centre via WiFi-enabled wireless
base stations. In the monitoring centre, based on the collected data, by data-centric dynamic
collaboration, the collaborative networking among different wireless devices can be achieved. Such
networking constructs a problem-solving network to detect the leakage of toxic gases. Moreover, on
such a networking basis, the CSI can be achieved in this scenario.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Sensor-embedded wearable wireless devices: smart helmet and wrist watch; (b) static
wireless sensor node. The smart helmet is sensor-embedded, and it works with the wrist watch to
dynamically detect toxic gases. The static node is supported by solar energy and enables persistently
measuring the concentration of gases in the air, e.g., CO, SO2 and CH4 , and other environmental
information, e.g., wind speed, humidity and temperature.

For example, first, along with the daily walking of workers in a petrochemical plant, massive
spatio-temporal data are collected by smart helmets, and the smart helmets collaborate with static
sensor nodes via communication-enabled wrist watches. Then, the collected data by smart helmets
and static nodes are submitted to a remote monitoring centre. Finally, the massive spatio-temporal
data are analysed based on the CSI framework. Such an analysis enables the collaborative networking
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among different wireless devices to construct a problem-solving network, and analysis results are
returned to the wrist watches.
For the special problem, the leakage of toxic gases in large-scale petrochemical plants, because of
the wide deployment of wireless devices, massive data are collected from these different devices.
The collected data include different information from different locations and time points. Using
the massive spatio-temporal data-based CSI framework, the widest detecting can be achieved as the
efficient and cost-effective solution of the leakage problem.
3.3.2. Citizen Sensing of La Poste
Figure 6 provides an example: integrating two different data sources to improve the performance
of services or solutions for mail delivery. This example is based on citizen sensing and machine
sensing. Based on sensing and communication operations, sensors can share their data, which
provides enhanced situational awareness that any system cannot offer alone.

Figure 6. An example of networking two different data sources to improve the quality of service (a
use case from La Poste). Integrating the spatio-temporal data from citizen sensing with the data from
machine sensing provides enhanced experience and situational awareness. Such integration forms
more complete information than either forms of sensing can provide alone. Additionally, it enables
collaborative networking among different wireless devices.

From the example of Figure 6, the collaboration of different data sources can provide enhanced
services or solutions with harmonious context. Such harmony can be achieved by the integration of
data from different data sources, and the integration process is based on a certain logical sequence for
these different data sources. Therefore, based on the integration capability of CSI for different data,
the collaboration-based sensing intelligence improves the effectiveness of industrial systems to the
resolution of complex problems.
Moreover, based on (i) the above discussion about the advances of CI and ISI and (ii) this
on-going effort on CSI, a new application trend can be observed: realizing the interaction between
the crowd wisdom of humans and sensing intelligence, in IIoT, for solving various complex problems
of industry.
Sensing intelligence of industrial applications interacting with the crowd wisdom of humans.
This includes two aspects: (i) participatory sensing in IIoT. Burke et al. assert: “participatory
sensing will make deployed devices interactive, and participatory sensor networks enable different
sensor-embedded machines to collect, analyse and mine data, and then to discover and share
respective knowledge” [52]. In the era of big data, participatory sensing is the process where
individuals and communities use devices or modules to collect and analyse systematic data for
learning and discovering knowledge [53]. (ii) Crowd wisdom of humans: for example, as of March
2014, Twitter receives 500 million tweets per day, so mining the wisdom of crowds based on this type
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of big data has been made possible. To strengthen the decision-making ability of industrial systems,
as an effective strategy, interacting with the crowd wisdom of humans has attracted the attention of
researchers [54], and the strategy has the prospect of improving the ability of sensing intelligence [55].
In summary, the production/service of industry consists of a series of complex processes. High
safety, efficiency and eco-friendliness are required during such production/service. However, how to
make industrial environments and machines be safe and how to improve the efficiency of industrial
production/service are long-term challenges. Meanwhile, the industrial production/service needs
to ensure the friendly interaction with the surroundings. The data-centric collaboration uses
comprehensive sensors and big data analytics to provide an efficient and cost-effective solution for a
complex industrial problem.
4. Key Challenges and Open Issues
The CSI framework is used to face the growing demands of IIoT and to achieve the intelligence
of industrial production/service. The key challenges and open issues on deploying this framework
to practical industrial applications are worthy to be investigated and discussed, considering the
characteristics of industrial problems under the background of IoT and big data analytics.
4.1. Key Challenges
The challenges come from these two aspects: data and functionality.
Data:
•

•

•

•

Data analytics [56,57]: This is the bottleneck of the CSI framework, due to the lack of
scalability for different datasets. Based on the characteristics of industrial problems, CSI analyses
spatio-temporal datasets. These datasets are collected from different industrial equipment and
different time points, and they have different semantics, different formats, different sizes and
different contexts.
Structuring data: Transforming unstructured data into a unified structured format for later
analysis is a challenge for the CSI framework. As the basis of our intelligence framework,
spatio-temporal data are not natively structured, e.g., daily running log data of different
industrial equipment [58], and such unstructured data are typically text-heavy and contain
important log information, such as dates, running parameters of equipment and values of these
running parameters.
Data privacy and knowledge access authorization [59,60]: Data privacy and knowledge access
authorization are important for data owners. However, in the CSI framework, between data
owners and data consumers, sharing data and knowledge is needed and important for good
collaboration. For example, for two different industrial systems, they are data sources and they
belong to different departments. Because of the high correlation of industrial processes, what
level is just enough and how to define the level of privacy and access authorization between
these two different industrial systems are challenges that are worth studying.
Generic data model [61]: For making the spatio-temporal data of CSI framework be able to be
used in knowledge discovery, a generic data model needs to be designed. However, different data
have different formats, contexts, semantics, complexity and privacy requirements. The design of
the generic data model is a challenge.
Functionality:

•

Knowledge discovery [62]: In the era of big data, for mining the potential of big data analytics,
it is vitally important to discover knowledge with understanding the nature (e.g., correlations,
contexts and semantics) of data. However, it is still an open challenge for the CSI framework,
because knowledge discovery is a complex process under the dynamic environment of industrial
production/service.
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Effective and high-efficiency knowledge utilization [63]: Along with the wide use of sensors and
wireless devices in IIoT, data are being produced by humans and machines at an unprecedented
rate. This leads many industrial departments to explore the possibility of innovating with the
data that are captured to be used as a part of future information and communication technology
(ICT) services. The major challenge is how to release and use the knowledge that is mined from
the massive data of industrial departments.
Support for particular applications: In a particular application, specific data mining and training
are required to perform knowledge discovery. For example, for detecting the leakage of toxic
gases, based on static and wearable wireless node embedded sensors (they generate massive
dynamic data: sensing records with time stamps and location tags), real-time data mining
algorithms are needed to mine such data and to monitor dynamic industrial environments. The
CSI framework is required to have the ability to support these special requirements and to make
data owners and data consumers be able to communicate with each other for effective data
mining and knowledge discovery.
Real-time processing/controlling [64]. For example, because of the dynamic nature of industrial
applications, real-time processing/controlling is necessary. However, due to the complexity of
industrial processes and the differences of networking performance between different industrial
devices, for an intelligence framework, real-time processing/controlling is hard to achieve.
Interfaces between internal modules: The interfaces between different internal modules play the
main role in affecting the performance of workflow. However, how to design effective interfaces
is a challenge for the design of high-efficiency CSI framework. First, we need to make the
inside of each internal module clear enough, and then, each internal module needs to provide
respective parameters to design the corresponding interface. The difficulty of this design is:
which parameters of each internal module affect workflow performance and how they affect it.
Development of a security model [65]. A security model is capable of providing privacy
and authority management. In the CSI framework, there are numerous roles and various
corresponding parameters, e.g., data owners and data consumers. Therefore, how to design an
appropriate and moderate security model is a challenge for achieving a safe and resource-shared
intelligence framework.

4.2. Open Issues
Based on the aforementioned challenges, the open research issues are listed as follows,
considering the particularity of the IIoT-based industry.
•

•

Data integration [66]: Data are the basis of the CSI framework, and for the collaborative capability
between different data sources, data integration is an important research issue. The goal of data
integration is to combine the data residing at different sources and to tie these different sources
controlled by different owners under a common schema. In the book [67], AnHai Doan et al.
have provided and discussed: (i) the typical examples of data integration applications from
different domains such as business, science and government; (ii) the goal of data integration and
why it is a hard problem; and (iii) the data integration architecture. On this basis, considering
the particularity of the IIoT-based industry, the biggest problem of data integration is how
to automatically achieve a correct logical sequence for data integration, according to the real
processes of industrial production/service.
Data mining algorithms [68]: Based on the data collected from a variety of sensors and wireless
devices that are distributed in industrial intelligent ecosystems, adequate data mining is an
important issue for the CSI framework. Such mining is based on industrialized algorithms that
are suitable for large-scale, complex and dynamic industrial production/service. For example, by
mining the big monitoring data from a large-scale petrochemical plant, the potential leak sources
of toxic gases can be predicted, and based on such a prediction, the safety of large-scale industrial
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production can be improved. The study in this topic is still very limited, due to the limitation of
technology on big data analytics.
Collaborative knowledge discovery algorithms [69]: For the CSI framework, designing
algorithms to enable the collaboration between crowd wisdom and industrial sensing intelligence
for discovering useful knowledge is a valuable research issue. However, due to the limitation of
technology on the big data analytics and data processing in a large-scale, complex and dynamic
industrial environment, as well as the problem of data integration, the study in collaborative
knowledge discovery is still limited.
Real-time algorithms [70]: Industrial production/service includes a series of dynamic processes.
The real-time algorithms on data processing, data analysis and decision making are necessary
for an intelligence framework to improve the timeliness of dynamic processes in industrial
production/service. Shen Yin et al. [71] have proposed two real-time schemes for the
fault-tolerant architecture proposed in [72]. This architecture is designed for the fault-tolerant
control of industrial system. One is a gradient-based iterative tuning scheme for the real-time
optimization of system performance. The other is an adaptive residual generator scheme for
the real-time identification of the abnormal change of system parameters. Other than this
fault-tolerant control, in other aspects of industry, real-time algorithms are very important, as
well, for example detecting toxic gas in a highly dynamic production environment. However,
there are no achievements for these “other aspects”.
Trusted and privacy-protected model design [73]: The privacy of data and knowledge is
important for data owners and data consumers in a collaborative framework. For the CSI
framework, it is indispensable to study and design a trusted and privacy-protected (i) data
model for data processing and analysis and (ii) a knowledge model for knowledge discovery
and utilization. Such models are an important part of the collaborative framework. However,
its design is based on different requirements from data owners and data consumers for different
applications. There is no a unified standard for such a design.

5. Conclusions
Facing the growing demands of industrial production/service on improving the safety, efficiency
and eco-friendliness, as well as meeting the cost-effective objectives, based on the IIoT and the
characteristics of industrial problems, we have proposed the CSI framework combining CI and
ISI. This sensing- and collaboration-based intelligence framework has the potential to improve the
performance of industrial systems by providing better awareness and control to dynamic industrial
environments and correlated production/service processes, with analysing and integrating massive
spatio-temporal data. Moreover, because the spatio-temporal data are collected from things and
humans, CSI can achieve improved automated decision making with ISI collaborating with the crowd
wisdom of humans. In addition, the challenges and open issues for developing the CSI framework
have been explored and discussed. The aim is to identify innovative research issues for industrial
intelligence and to deploy the CSI framework to practical industrial applications.
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